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extends through the device and Outside the cas

shaft 62 (Fig. 7). The inner end of shaft 40 is

ing on the right side, being supported in a Suit
able bearing in the wall of the casing. Crank
4 is fast to that end of shaft 40 which extends
is beyond the casing, and handle 42 is rotatably
mounted on crank 4 in the usual way. Dog
43, held in engagement with gear 9 by spring
44 prevents any counterclockwise rotation of the
said gear. It is apparent that when handle 42
0 is rotated clockwise dog 43 will give and allow
this movement by increasing the pressure on
spring 44. By this gearing clockwise rotation

housed in a bearing fixed on the inner surface
of casing A. Stub cam shaft 62 is mounted in
a bushing 63 in the casing wall and the other
end of the shaft 62 extends through the wall of as
cam housing H. The end of the shaft is threaded
and nut 64 may be employed for adjusting the
shaft lengthwise, after which nut 64 may be
made fast to the shaft in any suitable way (Fig.

By loosening the screws the card selector may
be adjusted so that it projects above the upper
surface of the sliding member to a height such
20 that the card selector will engage the rear edge
of, and push forward, the bottom card, and only
the bottom card, each time the sliding member
moves forward. The upper rear edge 47 of the

follows cam if it is apparent that lever 65 will
pivot with a back and forth motion about pin
f5. On the opposite end of lever 65 is pin 7
to which is attached one end of tension spring 20
9. The other end of spring f 9 is attached by

of crank 4 will cause sliding member 2 to recip
rocate backwards and forwards in grooves 3.
ls Card selector 45 is adjustably supported by
screws 46 to the rear side of sliding member 2.

card selector is preferably beveled or rounded
25 so that on the return stroke of the sliding mem
ber the friction and wear on the now bottom
card will be minimized.

Weight member 48 rests on the deck when the
cards are placed in the receptacle preparatory
30 to shuffling and dealing them. The weight acts
to keep the cards in place and assures a positive

contact between the card selector and the bot

tom card each time the sliding member moves
forward. The arc of movement of weight mem

35 ber 48 is controlled by U-shaped member 49 on
which the weight member is pivoted, and the

ends of member 49 are turned at right angles

and pivotally supported in lugs 50 (Fig. 2). Thus

the weight member, can be swung up and for

7). Cans 0 and

are fast on shaft 62.

O

Cam follower 3 (Figs. 5 and 7) rides on cam
f. The cam follower is mounted on One end

of lever 65, which pivots on pin f3, which is
Suitably fixed in the casing wall. The can foll
lower is kept in constant engagement with can 15
by tension spring 27. As cam follower 3

pin 2 to arm 67. Arm 67 is fixed at its other
end to shaft 23, which is journaled in suitable

bearings in the casing walls. Card guide fingers
25 are fast on shaft 23. The action of the card 25
guide fingers is shown best in Figs. 6d. and 6b.
In Fig. 6a cam follower 3 is in its lower posi
tion. In this position spring 9 lies above the
axis of shaft 23, and has rotated shaft 23 and
card guide fingers 25 to their extreme counter- 30
clockwise position through the coaction with arm
67. Fingers 25 (Fig. 4) are now in position to
shunt a card moving forward on platform 55
into either compartment S or compartment W,
depending on the position of card guide fingers 35
32. In Fig. 6b cam follower 3 has been raised
by one of the raised portions of can fl. In

this position spring 9 lies below the axis of shaft

23, and its tension on arm 67 has caused shaft

40 ward
so that a deck of cards can be placed in 23 and fingers 25 to rotate to their extreme
the receptacle, whereupon the weight member clockwise position. It is apparent that the card

guide fingers 25 are now not in a position to
direct a card approaching on platform 55, so
rotatably mounted on suitable bearings in lugs the card will fall into either compartment N or
F, F. (Fig. 10). Pinion 5? is in mesh with gear compartment E depending on the position of 45
6, so that when handle 42 is rotated in a clock fingers 24.
Cam follower 2 (Fig. 5) rides on can fo. The
wise direction it is apparent that shaft 52 will
rotate in the same direction. Feed rollers 53 can follower is mounted on One end of lever 66,
are fast on ends of Shaft 52. The feed rollers which pivots on pin 4, which is suitably fixed
may carry tires of rubber or other friction mate in the casing wall. The cam follower is kept in 50
rial, and they coact with rollers 54 to engage constant engagement with cam 0 by tension
the bottom card as it is pushed forward by the spring 26. It is clear that lever 66 will pivot with
card selector and carry it on to distributing a back and forth motion about pin 4 as the cam
platform 55. Rollers 54 are rotatably mounted follower rides on the cam. On the opposite end
is returned to its place on top of the deck.
Pinion 5 is fast on shaft 52, which shaft is

so

of lever
66 is pin 6 to which is attached one end is
55 on a shaft 56 which is mounted in suitable lugs of
tension spring fB. The other end of spring
on the inside walls of the casing. These rollers
may also carry tires of rubber, and the shaft 56
may carry fixed collars abutting each roller to
keep it properly located lengthwise of the shaft.

Rollers 53 project through a recess slightly above
the surface of platform 55 (Fig. 4).

The front wall 57 of the card receptacle is
adjustably supported by screws 58 (Fig. 4). The
adjustment may be effected by the use of offset

screws or by vertical grooves in ºthe frame mem

bers 59. Wall 57 is adjusted so that an aperture

sufficient for the passage of one card only is
formed between the lower edge of the wall and
the surface of platform f. It is apparent that
70 the card selector will thus push the bottom card
through the aperture a sufficient distance so that
the leading edge of the card will be engaged by

f8 is attached by pin 20 to One end of arm 68.
Arm 68 is fixed at its other end to shaft 22, which
is journaled in bearings in the casing wall. Card
guide fingers 24 are fast on shaft 22. The action 60
of card guide fingers 24 is similar to the action
of card guide fingers 25, described above. When
cam follower 2 is raised by one of the raised
portions of cam 0, fingers 24 are also raised to
their extreme clockwise position so that the ap- 65
proaching card will fall into compartment N.
When the cam follower is in its lower position
the fingers 24 will be in their extreme counter
clockwise position, and the approaching card
will be shunted into compartment E.
?0

One end of link bar 28 is pivotally attached by
pin 20 to arm 8. The other end of bar 28 is piv
otally attached to arm 30 by pin 29 (see Fig. 5).
the rollers 53 and 54.
Pinion 60, fast on shaft 40, meshes with gear The other end of arm 30 is fast to shaft 3 which
5 6 which is fast on the inner end of stub cam is mounted in a bushing through the left wall 75
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of casing A and in a bearing on the right wall
of the casing. Card guide fingers 32 are fast to
shaft 3. It is apparent that card guide fingers
32 and card guide fingers 24 will have the same
relative positions at all times, because of the
action of their connecting member. Thus, when

only as a means for guiding the successive cards
into the compartments, but also for moving then
thereinto by calling into play the action of gravity.
It is for this last purpose and no other that we
5
have provided the greater height at the recep- 5
tacle for cards C; there is in fact a positive disad
cam follower 2 is in its raised position, card guide Wantage of greater bulk due to this construction,
fingers 32 will be in their extreme clockwise posi but
this in our judgment is outweighed by the
tion and the approaching card will fall into Com necessity
for providing a dependable and simple
0 partment S. When cam follower 2 is in its lower
for moving or conveying the cards.
O
position card guide fingers 32 will be in their means
In
Figs.
8
and
9
are
shown
the
cams
to
and
extreme counter clockwise position and will shunt respectively. In Fig. 5 they are shown in their
the approaching card into compartment W. It proper
relative rotational positions when made
will be noticed in Fig. 4 that card guide fingers fast on the can shaft. It will be noted that the
32, when in their counter clockwise position, do numbers around the rims of the cams are in the 16
not touch compartment wall 35. Playing cards same
on each and in the same relative posi
are sufficiently stiff so that the leading edge of a tions. order
In the operation of the machine the cards
card approaching on platform 55 and Over fin being
when the arcs numbered 4 are con
gers 25 would remain high enough to pass over trollingdealt,
the
can
followers, will fall in the com
fingers 32 when they are in their counter clock
N. The arcs marked 3 will act on the 20
wise position. Suitable recesses 36 are - pro partment
can followers to direct the cards affected into

vided in delivery platform 55 for the reception compartment E. Thus the arcs of the cams

30

of the extremities of card guide fingers 24, 25 to marked 2 will send cards to compartment S,
insure positive shunting of the cards. Suitable and the arcs marked will send the cards affected
recesses 3 are provided in the ends of the at those times to compartment W. The order 25
compartment walls on the open side (Fig. 3) to of
the 52 numbers around the cams. O and f,
facilitate the removal of the completed hands. FigS.
8 and 9, On the basis of which the cams are
Projections 38 (Fig. 10) at the rear of platform shaped,
was empirically determined by first
will prevent any of the cards from getting mis marking thirteen ones, thirteen twos, thirteen
placed when the sliding member is returning threes and thirteen fours on the cards of a deck 30
from delivering a card to the feed rollers. If the of 52 cards; next shuffling the deck thoroughly

extremities of card guide fingers 32 and 25 strike
the upper Wall of the casing (Fig. 4), when in
their clockwise position no harm will result since
35 the only result will be that the tension will be
increased on springs 8, 19. It is apparent from
the various gear ratios that the cards will be fed
very rapidly by the card selector, and also that
the feed rollers will rotate at such a speed that
40 the momentum they impart to the cards, com
bined with gravity, will easily carry the cards to
any one of the compartments. Referring to Fig.
1 and Fig. 4, which have been drawn to scale,
it may be observed that delivery platform 55 has

45 been given a slope or angle of 25 from the hori

ZOntal. We have made simple tests, easily check
ed, which indicate that the angle of repose
of an ordinary playing card on a reasonably
Smooth surface is approximately 18 to 20, and
that at 25° a smooth surface will act readily as
a gravity conveyor for a card placed thereon,
even though the card may be without initial
velocity. Referring to Fig. 4, we have shown a
continuing slope of at least 25 in all four of
the possible card paths. As a practical matter
this is essential to the satisfactory operation of
the machine. Whereas it is preferable for the
Operator to turn handle 42 at a uniform rate, and
thereby through the agency of the gearing and
60 the feed rollers 53 and rollers 54, to throw the
cards on to the delivery platform 55 with a con
siderable velocity, perhaps enough in most cases
to carry then to their destined compartments
without further assisting means, it is certain
65 that there will occur instances in ordinary use
where the operator will stop turning in the midst
of a deal, and so just allow a card to fall, with
out appreciable forward motion, from the rollers
on to the delivery platform 55. In order to pre
vent the machine from becoming clogged due to
such a card remaining on the platform, or at
some other point above the compartments N, E,
S, W, we have provided in our design the 25
minimum slope, thereby enabling the card chute,

Ceveral dozen times and then observing the order
in which the numbers lay in the shuffled deck. By
the theory of probability the expected number

of sets of 2, 3, 4, etc. adjacent like-numbered 35
cards Was Computed. Comparisons were then
made between the expected number and actual
number of these sets to check the fact that the

empirical distribution represented very closely a
normal random distribution. Thus, shaping the 40
cams in accordance with this sequence gives a
redistribution as thorough as that obtained by
Several dozen shuffles in the ordinary manner;
and this may be obtained in a few seconds time.
Since the cams are intended to be used in- 45
definitely, and since their shapes do not change,
the card redistributions produced by the machine
are not completely random; but rather they foll
low some one of a plurality of predetermined

irregular sequences. An important element in the 50
invention however lies in the proper shaping of
the cams; that is, in the selection of a suitable
series of sequences such that the deals which
will result from the use of the machine in actual
play (at bridge, for example) will approximate, 55
in types of distribution, lengths of suits, etc.,
Chose obtained by thorough hand shuffling and

dealing. This is accomplished, in our invention,
by choosing sequences for the cams such that the
mathematical expectation (as defined for example 60
in Chapter VII of Fry's Probability and its En
gineering Uses, Or in any other good book on
probability) that a small number of cards,
grouped contiguously or otherwise in a deck be
fore shuffling, shall after a thoroughly random 65
shuffle and deal be found in a single hand; that
this expectation, as just stated, shall be at least
approximately equal to the expectation that this
Same Small group of cards shall be found in a sin
gle hand if the deck were shuffled and dealt by the 70
machine instead of with true randomness.
Practically, there is a strong tendency for the
cards, as picked up in tricks after a bridge hand,
to be associated in contiguous groups of four-of
of which platform 55 forms a part, to act not a-Suit.
Such groups contain of course contiguous 75
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sub-groups of two- and of three-of-a-suit. Espe play there should be rotation of the hands in
cial care needs to be taken therefore in balancing that the player to the left of the dealer may be
the machine expectation and the random expec given the hand from the bottom compartment,
tation of contiguous groups of two, three and the next player (dealer's partner) the next hand,

and so on. This obviates the necessity of So 5
shaping the cams that each hand should receive
the same number of pairs, sets of three, etc.,
contiguous cards, which would create an unde
and third, etc., then a deck of fifty-two cards sirable artificiality.
has 52 contiguous pairs, 52 contiguous groups of By adopting a cam sequence having more than 10
three; and 52 contiguous groups of four. Con the expected number of adjacent sets of three
sidering now the randomly-determined destina and/or four like numbers, it is possible to cause

four cards going into the same hand. If for sin
plicity of the mathematical relations We con
sider the fifty-second and first cards of a deck
contiguous as well as the first and Second, Second
O

tion of a contiguous pair, the first one of the

the machine to deal hands in which the mathe

pair will go to some one hand, and the expectation matical expectation of extra long suits and of

voids is abnormally high, producing hands of the 15
12/51s. 0.235, since of the fifty-one remaining so-called “goulash” type.
It is also apparent that 52 different sequences of
cards twelve must fall into the hand mentioned,
redistribution will result, depending On the posi
and thirteen each into the other three hands.
In a similar way the expectation of a contigu tion of the cams at the start of the deal.
It will be evident to those skilled in the art that 20
ous group of three falling into a single hand may
our invention may be embodied in various forms,
be calculated, and is equal to
and We therefore intend to be inited only by
12×11/51 ×50=00517
the present state of the art, and by the appended
claims.
and for a four-group it is
What we claim is:
25
12×11×10/51×50×49=0.01057.
1. In a playing card shuffling and dealing de
the combination of means for receiving a
Summarizing, we have the following tabulation: vice,
deck of cards, means for feeding the cards from
the deck, means for directing the cards into Com
Cards in contiguous group
2
3
?
partments and means for controlling the direct- 30
ing means to produce one of a plurality of pre

5 of the second falling into the same hand will be

20

25

30

Randon mathematical ex
pectation
of all cards of
group falling into a single
hand, in percent-----------Expectation as above, ex
35 pressed in units per 52------

23.5
12.23

5.7
2.69

1,057
0.549

45

50

means for feeding the cards from the deck con-35

sists of a reciprocating member having card en

Approximate equality between the randon and

40

determined irregular distributions of the cards
among the compartments.
2. A device as defined in claim 1, in which the
galg!rlg 1mbea,IlS.

3. A device as defined in claim 1, in which
the machine expectations in relation to the
grouping described above will be attained by the card directing means consists of fingers
Selecting the sequence for the cam structure SO adapted to move from one card shunting position 40
that it will have twelve or thirteen (in theory to another card-shunting position.
4. In a playing card shuffling and dealing de
12.23) pairs of contiguous like numbers; two or
three (in theory 2.69) Sets of three contiguous vice, the combination of means for receiving a
like numbers; and 0 or 1 (in theory 0.549) set of deck of cards, means for feeding the cards from
the deck, means for directing the cards into 45
four contiguous like numbers.
and means for controlling the
The sequence illustrated in the drawings, Fig. 8, compartments
starting at the top and reading clockwise around directing means to produce one of a plurality of
predetermined irregular distributions of the cards
the periphery, is
among the compartments, in which the means
2114424443432.123112434.4.134
for controlling the directing means consists of 50
22.3233.13122423.323,34421

can mechanism adapted to move the said direct
ing means from one card-shunting position to
another card-shunting position in Such a manner
that one of a plurality of predetermined irregul
SWWWNNSNNNENESWSE:WWSNENN
WENSSWESEEWEWSSNSWEESEWEN NSW lar distributions of the cards among the compart- 55
ments will be produced.
Inspection of this sequence will disclose that
5. A device as defined in claim 1, in which the
there are eight contiguous pairs, two contiguous means for directing the cards are arranged in
Sets of three, and Zero contiguous Set of four. series, the position of the first directing means
Since each contiguous set of three constitutes two determining into which two of four compartments 60
contiguous pairs (partly overlapping) the total the approaching card falls and the position of
number of contiguous pairs is raised from eight the subsequent directing means determining into
to twelve, and the comparison of true random which one of two compartments the approaching
expectation with machine expectation is as foll card falls.
loWS:
6. A device as defined in claim 4, in which the 65
said cam mechanism includes cams of predeter
True
ran Machine
mined shape affixed to a common shaft in pre
dom

or, equivalent, as explained above

60

determined rotational relation to each other.

Expectation of number of contiguous pairs
of cards going into a single handi.----------Expectation of number of contiguous sets of
three cards going into a single hand------Expectation of number of contiguous sets of
four cards going into a single hand--------

12.23
2.69
0,549

2
2
0

It is our intent that in using the machine in

7. A device as defined in claim 1, in which the
said means for controlling the directing means 70

includes cams of predetermined shape affixed to

a common shaft in predetermined rotational re
lation to each other whereby one cam controls
one card directing means while another cam
controls the other card directing means.
75
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5
8. In a playing card shuffling and dealing de plurality of possible determined irregular orders.
vice, the combination of means for receiving a
15. In a playing card shuffling and dealing de
deck of 52 cards, means for feeding the cards from vice,
combination of means for receiving a
the deck, means for directing the cards into four deck the
of 52 cards, means for feeding the cards
compartments, and means for controlling the di from the
deck, and means for moving and direct
recting means to deliver to each compartment a ing the cards
into four compartments, and means

hand of thirteen cards in one of a selected plu for controlling the directing means to deliver to
rality of predetermined sequences from the deck. each
compartment a hand of thirteen cards in
9. In a playing card shuffling and dealing de
0. vice, means for receiving a deck of cards, recipro One of a plurality of predetermined sequences
Such that the mathematical expectation of im- 0
cating card engaging means, card restraining portant
card group classifications in the original
means adapted to restrain all except a single card, deck finding
way into Single compartments
rotary card feeding means, a plurality of station approximatestheir
the
expectation
of like events under
alry card receiving compartments, a forked cord
5 channel leading from Said feeding means to said perfectly random distributional conditions.
16. In a playing card shuffling and dealing de- 5
compartments, shunting means located at the vice,
the combination of means for receiving a
forks of said channel, and means for controlling deck
of cards, means for feeding the cards from
the shunting means in irregular sequences.
10. A card-shuffling and dealing device com the deck, means for directing the cards into com
20 prising a container for a deck of fifty-two cards, partments, and means for controlling the direct
ing means to produce among the compartments 20
card restraining means at the center of the front One
of a plurality of predetermined irregular dis
edge of the deck with space below said restraining tributions
such that the mathematical expecta
means for only one card to pass through at a time, tion of important
card group classifications in the
means for forcing out the bottom card of the deck original deck finding
their way into single com
25 placed
in the container, means for subsequently partments approximates
the expectation of like 25
engaging and accelerating Said bottom card, four events under perfectly random
distributional con
stationary card receiving compartments, card di ditions.
recting means and means for controlling said di
17. In a playing card shuffling and dealing de
recting means adapted to produce in each com
30 partment a hand of thirteen cards such that vice, the combination of means for receiving a
deck of 52 cards, means for feeding the cards from 80
mathematical expectation of important card the
deck, means for moving and directing the
group classifications in the original deck finding cards
into four compartments, and means for con
their way into single compartments approximates trolling
the directing means to deliver to each
the expectation of like events under perfectly compartment
a hand of thirteen cards Such that
random distributional conditions.
the
mathematical
expectation of important card 85
11. A selector device for a card dealing mecha group classifications
finding their way into single
nism having fifty-two stop faces located at differ compartments approximates
the expectation of
ent distances from its axis, there being at least like events under perfectly random distributional
thirteen stop faces at each distance, the number
40 of said stop faces at each distance being evenly conditions.
18. In a playing card shuffling and dealing de- 40
divisible by thirteen, and the order of recurrence
the combination of means for receiving a
of the distances to the stop faces around said axis vice,
deck of 52 cards, means for feeding the cards
being generally irregular.
the deck, means for directing the cards into
12. In a playing card shuffling and dealing de from compartments,
and means for controlling
vice, the combination of means for receiving a four
the
directing
means
to
deliver from the deck to 45
deck of 52 cards, means for feeding the cards from each compartment a hand
of thirteen cards in
the deck, means for directing the cards into four a predetermined irregular Sequence.
compartments, and means for controlling the di
19. In a playing card shuffling and dealing de
recting means to deliver from the deck to each vice,
combination of means for receiving a
compartment a hand of thirteen cards in an irreg deck the
of 52 cards, means for feeding the cards 50
ular sequence.
from the deck, means for directing the cards into
13. In a card dealing machine, the combination four
compartments, and means for controlling the
of means for successively removing the cards directing
means to deliver from the deck to each
from a stack, a plurality of card receptacles, and compartment
a hand of thirteen cards in a pre
means for individually moving each Successive determined irregular
sequence, such that the 55
card removed from said stack into one of said re mathematical expectation
of important card
ceptacles in one of a plurality of possible deter group classifications finding their
way into single
mined irregular Orders.
compartments
approximates
the
expectation of
14. In a card dealing machine, the combination
30 of means for successively removing the cards from like events under perfectly random distributional
conditions.
O
a stack, a plurality of card receptacles, and means
LOUIS
F.
WOODRUFF.
for moving each successive card removed from
EDWIN, ROSE,
said stack into one of said receptacles in one of a

